
NIS Meeting Summary!!
Type of Meeting:       SET! ! ! Meeting Date: Jan 19&23, 2015!!
Attendees: MG, JS, AT, KB! ! ! Copies to: SET, SLT, All staff!!
Attachments / links: see: !!
Agenda:!
1. Google at NIS (with Brian) !
2. Trip planner - feedback!
3. Prototypes reflections!
4. INSET!
5. CNY Assembly: SET!
6. Admissions: Korean translation!
7. SAC/SET items for Feb 3 meeting!!
Next meeting on January 30, 2015

Outcomes

Description By When By Whom

1. Increased use of Google Drive at school is slowing down access to our 
bandwidth for learning and so access to this tool at NIS has been blocked for 
data collection.  Teachers can still access gmail through the website.  As we 
move to Office 365, IT support will focus on this area, including the need for 
PD.  Currently, teachers are in the process of being migrated to mail through 
Office 365; the timeline for students still under review.  If anyone has any 
questions about Google access, please stop by and see Arden. 

2. Thank you to Danny and Robin for trip planner feedback.  Updated form to be 
sent to SLT.  Once approved, it will be shared with teachers for immediate use.  

3. SET will Skype with Ewan on Feb 10 to review the on-going prototypes and 
outcomes.  These prototypes include: shadowing a student; social 
entrepreneurship with G8, K1 schedule change; exam activities.  

4. The INSET schedule has been shared with SACs and the conference 
sessions are now confirmed.  Marina & Kasson to book set up for the PYP and 
MYP LGR; Arden to ask relevant conference leaders to submit set up by Jan 29 
to submit to Wendy by Jan 30. The decluttering session was clarified: go through 
our learning spaces, and drop off new and gently used unwanted items for pick 
up by other teachers. Thank you again to Amy for beautifying the schedule.  The 
schedule will be shared with all staff week 22. 

5. The Mandarin department is finalising the schedule for the CNY assemblies; 
Anthony to share full schedule with all staff week 22. 

6. In order to streamline Korean translation, when scheduling meeting translation 
through admissions, PYP teachers should request Grace; MYP/DP teachers 
should request Ahna.  Flexibility is possible in urgent situations. At the start of 
translated meetings, please remember to introduce the translator and clarify her 
role.  

7. Arden to solicit agenda items from SACs for the Feb 3 meeting. 


